MY EXPERIENCE IN RDC 2022 CAMP
Jai hind all. This is CQMS Simran
Kishan of 5(O) BN NCC
Sambalpur.
Every cadet whoever enrolls in
NCC has a dream to attend a
National camp and do parade in
Cariappa ground. For me, RDC
camp was just like a dream
camp for me. Being part of this
marvellous camp and also being
able to witness the 73rd Republic day feels
phenomenal and magical.
I was from 2019 batch of GMU NCC whose
maximum days of NCC was passed in lockdown. I

was a bit disappointed and unhappy as most of
camp were cancelled.
I was very much inspired by our senior cadets who
used to share their camp experiences and I was fully
determined to attend camp. Fortunately,
September onwards our NCC camp were resumed.
In October2021, ATC camp was conducted and I got
selected for the next round. After that, Inter Unit
Camp was conducted in Sambalpur where all the
battalion of Sambalpur group was gathered, it was
really a huge camp full of talented cadets. Various
competitions were conducted in the camp such as
best cadets, guard of honour, PM rally, cultural and

many more. We were being trained for further
competition. Firing, drill, cultural, group discussions,
etc. were taught to us in the camp.
Next level of camp was
conducted in
Bhubaneshwar which is
known as IGC. There
camp environment was
very fierce and
competitive where I
participated in best
cadets and cultural competition. Although the camp
had competitive environment, we all cadets built up
a good friendship and enjoyed the camp
thoroughly.
Everything went on my favour and I got selected for
phase 1 and then got into phase 2, in between
these 2 camp periods, we were being trained
vigorously by our DI sir. All of us were so energetic
and full of enthusiasm while doing drill that
sometimes we did not get tried.

On December 10, Our
Odisha team for
RDC2022 of 56 cadets
was finalized. We
boarded the train to
Delhi in December 17,
2021.
During winter,
attending camp in
Delhi was really
challenging for us
where we could
hardly see sun as

the weather was mostly cloudy. However, we had
learnt many more things and enjoyed each day of
camp from first day till the last day of camp.
Practicing drill in the icechilling weather, eating in the
mess, drinking tea, attending
lecture classes, decorating,
making new friends, meeting
great personalities – our
honourable PM, Defence minister Rajnath Singh,

Gallantry award winners, enjoying Quarantine,
dancing on the Cariappa ground, having tea party

with DGNCC, wearing sari for dinner, celebration of
Christmas eve and New year, taking naps on parade
ground and many more. Everything was full of joy
and happiness.

I have learnt a lot and experienced best days of my
life. I believe this camp has helped me to enhance
my skills and potential. Also updated myself into
new version.

It was the most wonderful and memorable
experience for me.

